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Welcome friend, welcome stranger, welcome one and all”
Arthur Kilpin Bulley, one of the
greatest sponsors of plant collectors
in the 20th century, not only laid
the foundations of Ness Botanic
Gardens, he also changed the face
of British gardening.

Married to Harriet Agnes Bulley with two children, Agnes Lois and Alfred
Whishaw, and having outgrown his garden in West Kirby, Bulley brought
farmland in Ness in 1898 in order to build a home and garden. That home,
Mickwell Brow, can still be seen at Ness and now houses office spaces and
two event spaces. When buying the land, Bulley was looking for the perfect
location to develop a larger garden and, as a committed socialist, Bulley
wanted to open his garden – at least in part – to the public.

Born in 1861, one of 14 children of
a Liverpool cotton broker, Bulley had
a passion for plants, in particular rare
alpines and hardier plants.

After many happy years at Ness, Bulley passed away in 1942 and in 1948
his daughter bought her brother’s share of the house and estate. Lois,
as Agnes Lois preferred to be known, then presented the gardens to the
University of Liverpool alongside a small endowment. The Declaration
of Trust between Lois and the University of Liverpool required that the
University “maintain and keep [Ness] forever as a public park and flower
garden.” An agreement that we have honoured to this day.

PLANT HUNTING
In the early 1900s plant hunters were paid by wealthy
sponsors to find plants that would be new to British
Gardens. One of the most successful – and bravest – of
these plant hunters was George Forrest. In 1904 Bulley
sponsored Forrest to search North West Yunnan, in China,
for plants for his own garden and for his newest venture –
Bees Ltd a commercial seed and plant nursery established
in the potting sheds at Ness. These potting sheds can still
be seen in the gardens, one of which has been redeveloped
for use as an education facility and renamed the Coach
House. This trip launched Forrest’s plant hunting career and
he returned to China on six more expeditions, risking his
life by undertaking adventures such as climbing to heights
of 16,000 feet, exploring deep ravines and collecting over
30,000 dried plant specimens for identification as well as
gathering thousands and thousands of seeds.

Forrest named plants after Bulley, his first sponsor,
including Iris Bulleyana and Primua bulleyana, which can be
seen today in the Rock Garden at Ness. Bulley also asked
that Forrest name other finds in promotion of
Bees Ltd, including Primula beesiana, Jasminium beesianum
and Allium beesianum. With Forrest, and later Frank
Kingdon-Ward, Bulley was responsible for introducing
hundreds of new plants to British gardens including
Rhododendrons such as Rhododendron beesianum: sight of
the large clusters of flowers would have been a rare sight in
the early 1900s. Many of Bulley’s introductions are planted
around the gardens, such as the Pieris Formosa ‘Forrestii’.
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In 1957, the University appointed Ken Hulme as Director and, for the next
32 years Ken lived and worked at Ness, with his family. Ken was devoted to
transforming the gardens into an attraction of importance and, as a skilled
plantsman, Hulme guided the expansion of the gardens from Bulley’s original 30
acres to the 64 acres being cared for by the team today. Notable developments
in Hulme’s time include the redesign of both the Rock Garden and Pine Wood.
In addition, Hulme oversaw the planting of many important trees including the
beginnings of a comprehensive collection of sorbus and betula, a collection that
has been developed in more recent years by Hugh McAllister.
Today, the commitment to maintain and develop the beauty of the gardens
remains, but there is now an increased emphasis on research, conservation and
education - areas reflecting Bulley’s original interests.
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